
Distributed Database System

A distributed database system consists of loosely 
coupled sites that share no physical component

Appears to user as a single system

Database systems that run on each site are 
independent of each other

Processing maybe done at a site other than the 
initiator of request



Homogenous Distributed Database Systems

 All sites have identical software 

 They are aware of each other and agree to cooperate 
in processing user requests

 It appears to user as a single system



An Homogenous Distributed Database 
Systems example

 A distributed system connects three databases: hq, mfg, and sales 

 An application can simultaneously access or modify the data in several 
databases in a single distributed environment. 



Distributed Data Storage

 Replication
 System maintains multiple copies of data, stored in 

different sites, for faster retrieval and fault tolerance.

 Fragmentation
 Relation is partitioned into several fragments stored in 

distinct sites

Replication and fragmentation can be combined
• Relation is partitioned into several fragments: system 

maintains several identical replicas of each such fragment.



Advantages of Replication

Availability: failure of site containing relation r 
does not result in unavailability of r is replicas 
exist.

Parallelism: queries on r may be processed by 
several nodes in parallel.

Reduced data transfer: relation r is available 
locally at each site containing a replica of r.



Disadvantages of Replication

Increased cost of updates: each replica of 
relation r must be updated.

Increased complexity of concurrency control: 

concurrent updates to distinct replicas may lead 

to inconsistent data unless special concurrency 

control mechanisms are implemented.

 One solution: choose one copy as primary copy and 
apply concurrency control operations on primary 
copy.



Fragmentation

 Data can be distributed by storing individual   
tables at different sites

 Data can also be distributed by decomposing a 
table and storing portions at different sites –
called Fragmentation

 Fragmentation can be horizontal or vertical



Why use Fragmentation?

 Usage - in general applications use views so it’s appropriate to work with 
subsets

 Efficiency - data stored close to where it is most frequently used

 Parallelism - a transaction can divided into several sub-queries to 
increase degree of concurrency

 Security - data more secure - only stored where it is needed

Disadvantages:

Performance - may be slower

Integrity - more difficult



Horizontal Fragmentation

Each fragment, Ti , of table T contains a subset of 

the rows

Each tuple of T is assigned to one or more 

fragments.

Horizontal fragmentation is lossless



Horizontal Fragmentation Example

 A bank account schema has a relation

Account-schema = (branch-name, account-number, balance).

 It fragments the relation by location and stores each fragment locally:  
rows with branch-name = `Hillside` are stored in the Hillside in a 
fragment



Vertical Fragmentation

 Each fragment, Ti, of T contains a subset of the columns, 
each column is in at least one fragment, and each 
fragment includes the key:

Ti = attr_listi 
(T)

T = T1 T2 …..          Tn

 All schemas must contain a common candidate key (or superkey) 
to ensure lossless join property.

 A special attribute, the tuple-id attribute may be added to each 
schema to serve as a candidate key.



Vertical Fragmentation Example

A employee-info schema has a relation
employee-info schema = (designation, name, 
Employee-id, salary).

 It fragments the relation to put information in two 
tables for security concern.


